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ABSTRACT

Electrical Impedance Tomography (EIT) is a technique which aims to determine the

interior admittivity distribution of an object based solely on electrical measurements

made on its surface. The reconstruction of interior admittivities is an ill-posed,

inverse problem, and thus EIT is an inherently low-resolution technology. However,

the desirable features of EIT, including its low cost, safety for medical use, data

collection speed, and portability, have provided sufficient motivation for continuing

the development and refinement of the technology.

EIT has shown potential as a method for breast cancer screening. This thesis

considers the case where EIT is used in conjunction with x-ray mammography,

providing in-register admittivity data that can be used along with conventional x-

ray mammography to make more accurate diagnoses. Radiolucent electrodes are

attached to the compression plates of the x-ray mammography unit and used to

collect the EIT data. Previous efforts to implement the inverse EIT problem in

the mammography geometry have used analytical solutions to the forward model.

While computationally efficient, these methods suffer due to the fact that inversion

can only be performed in one step.

Numerical methods based on the finite element method (FEM) provide for

greater accuracy in both the forward and inverse problems in EIT. This thesis

presents a forward solution using the complete electrode model (CEM) and based on

the FEM. Various iterative inversion methods have been implemented. Admittiv-

ities reconstructed using these approaches show improvements over previous state

of the art methods. Finally, EIT data collection and reconstruction on human sub-

jects presents unique challenges. These challenges are thoroughly discussed and

reconstructions and analysis of patient data is presented.
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